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We consider solutions of the scalar wave equation vanishing on the boundary of 
an obstacle which undergoes periodic motion. In analogy with the Lax-Phillips 
theory, we show that the scattering matrix, as a function of frequency, is 
holomorphic in a lower half-plane, and meromorphic in an upper half-plane, 
provided rays are not trapped. The poles of the scattering matrix correspond to 
certain outgoing eigenfunctions, and there is a near-field expansion of finite energy 
solutions in terms of these eigenfunctions. 
1. INTR~D~JCTI~N 
Consider a bounded body which undergoes periodic, subsonic motion. It is 
allowed to change shape, size and position, but is required to return to its 
original form after the passage of a period of time T. Examples are vibrating, 
rotating, or pulsating bodies. In this paper we describe the general effect such 
a moving obstacle has on the behavior of waves which impinge upon it. 
Such a situation occurs in many contexts. The reflections of ultrasound 
from the beating heart are used to diagnose heart disease. Radar signals 
reflected by rotating aircraft propellers undergo a characteristic modulation. 
The same kind of modulation has been detected for T.V. signals reflected by 
windmills. Experimental work has also been done for vibrating plates [lo]. 
The article of Van Blade1 [ 161 (which has an extensive bibliography) 
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describes many engineering applications of scattering of electromagnetic 
waves by rotating bodies. 
The engineering literature [ 161 usually employs the quasi-stationary 
approximation, which replaces the original problem by a time-dependent 
family of stationary problems. In our series of papers [l-5, 151, we have 
constructed an exact theory of scattering of scalar waves by moving 
obstacles which does not involve the quasi-stationary approximation. 
Developed from first principles, it extends the theory of Law and Phillips 
[ 1 l] for scattering by stationary obstacles. The main difficulty of our work 
has been to replace the technique of separation of variables by appropriate 
time-dependent analogues. In the present paper we concentrate on the case of 
obstacles which undergo periodic motion. We have been able to drop the 
assumptions of energy boundedness and local decay used in our previous 
work, and at the same time have been able to recover analogues of large 
parts of the theory of scattering for stationary obstacles. Much of what we 
do in this paper can be extended to other wave equations and other boundary 
conditions. 
The waves studied in this paper are solutions of the ordinary wave 
equation in the exterior of the obstacle which vanish on the boundary. Thus 
u,, = Au outside R(t), 
u=o on a@(t), 
(1.1) 
where C”(t) is the spqtial region occupied by the obstacle at time t. The 
energy and frequency of a wave will be increased upon reflection off an 
approaching obstacle and decreased upon reflection off a receding obstacle, a 
phenomenon known as the Doppler Shift. The highlights of this paper are the 
following. 
(i) We introduce the condition that the rays are not trapped by the 
obstacle. These are the bicharacteristic rays of geometrical optics in the 
exterior of the obstacle together with the appropriate reflection condition. 
(ii) Under this condition, in general there is a sequence u,, uZ,... of 
complex numbers, called scattering frequencies, whose imaginary parts tend 
to +co and whose real parts are normalized to belong to the interval 
[0, 2473. A scattering frequency aj is characterized by the existence of non- 
trivial outgoing solutions of (1) of the form exp(iaj t) pj(x, t) where pj(x, t) 
has period T in time. We call such solutions scattering eigensolutions. 
(iii) Every nice solution of (1.1) has an asymptotic expansion in these 
scattering eigensolutions 
u(x, t) - 1 cjeiojf pj(x, t) (1.2) 
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(suitably modified for multiple ais) which is valid locally in space as 
c -+ +co. Those solutions which are scattering states (which do not possess 
“bound states”) as f + +co are characterized by the absence of growing 
terms (Im uj < 0) in this expansion. To our knowledge such an expansion for 
a moving body has not appeared in either the pure or applied literature. 
(iv) The reflections of harmonic plane waves are described by the 
scattering amplitude R(a’, w’; o, w) where u and w (respectively, u’ and 0’) 
denote the incident (respectively, the reflected) frequency and direction. It 
has the form 
R(u’,W’;u,W)= 2 A,(u,o’,w)6 u’-u-gn+ ( (1.3) m=--00 
where the “partial scattering amplitudes” A, are meromorphic functions in 
the complex u-plane with poles at the scattering frequencies uj + 2n N/T, N 
integer. 
(v) Our main technical tool is the local evolution operator Za(t, s) 
which is a precise generalization of the Lax-Phillips semigroup [ 111. The 
operator Z”(T, 0) has the eigenvalues exp(iujT). 
A more detailed summary of the contents of this paper is as follows. We 
begin in Section 2 by introducing the local evolution operator Z”(t, s) and 
deriving its basic properties. It represents the solution of (1.1) where the 
signals which have not yet reached the obstacle at time s have been cut off 
and where that part of the signal which no longer interacts with the obstacle 
after time t has been cut off. 
In Section 3 we consider the spectrum of the operator Z”(T, 0), which 
describes the passage of one period of time. The unbounded component of its 
resolvent set is denoted by E. We relate its spectrum to the existence of 
scattering eigensolutions of the boundary value problem (1.1). Then we solve 
the inhomogeneous equation 
u,, - du = exp(iut) q(x, t; a), 
where q is periodic in t and holomorphic in u. 
Next in Section 4 we introduce various kernels which describe the 
reflections of waves. First we define the reflection I,V(X, t; u, o) of the 
harmonic plane wave exp(iu(t - x . w)) for u E 2. Its behavior along 
outward rays as t -+ +co is given by its asymptotic wave profile 
I&S’, 0’; u, w). The scattering amplitude z is the Fourier transform of I,U# 
with respect to s’. The echo kernel fl(s’, o’; s, o), which is the Fourier 
transform of fl with respect to u, describes the reflections of the sharp plane 
waves &t + s - x . w). 
In Section 5 we assume that ZP(f,,, 0) is a compact operator for some time 
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t,. Then Z is the complement of a countable set of complex numbers, the 
scattering frequencies, and the kernels w, I/ and I? are meromorphic 
functions of u. In Theorems I1 and 12 we prove the results mentioned in (iii) 
above. 
In Section 6 we introduce the rays and interpret their reflection condition. 
The Melrose-Sjostrand theorem [ 121 implies that ZP(tO, 0) is indeed 
compact if the rays are not trapped. A very special example is the 
“pulsating” star-shaped obstacle, which does not trap rays and all of whose 
scattering eigensolutions are decaying. 
Section 7 is a collection of results from the book of Lax and Phillips [ 111 
and from our previous works that are needed for this paper. In particular, we 
define the notion of an outgoing function and extend the validity of certain 
formulas involving the asymptotic wave profiles (translation representation). 
The major results of this paper were announced in [6]. 
2. THE LOCAL EVOLUTION OPERATOR 
Let Q be an open subset of R”+’ with a smooth boundary ,Y where the 
space dimension n is odd. We write a point in space-time !?“‘I as (x, t), 
x E R” and f E R with Ix] = (xi + ... + xi)i”. We assume that ,?Y is time- 
like. That is, ] vt] < / X] v w h ere v = (v,, v,) is the unit normal to ,?Y which points 
away from Q. Let G!(t) = {x E R”: (x, t) E Q} be the spatial domain at time 
t. Let p(t) = {x E R”: (x, t) 6? Q U z) be the obstacle at time t. We assume 
that the obstacle remains in a bounded set: There is a constant p > 0 such 
that p(t) c {x E R”: Ix] < p) for all times t. Finally we assume that the 
motion is periodic with period T: @(t + ZJ = p(t) for all t. 
For a pair of functions f = [f, , f,] with f, , f, E CF(lR”) the energy norm 
is defined bv 
The energy scalar product is denoted (f, g). An integral without a domain of 
definition specified is taken over all of R”. Let J$ be the completion of 
Cp(lR”) x Cr(R”) in the energy norm. 4 is a Hilbert space. If f = [f, , fi] 
is a pair of functions, we say that f has ZocalZy finite energy if [f = [V; , vz] 
belongs to 4 for all c E CF(W”). We denote by 3:’ the space of such f. 
If u(x, t) is a function defined for t E R and for a.e. x E R”, we let u(t) 
denote the pair [u(., t), z+(., t)] where U, = au/at. If u(t) E 4, we say that u 
has finite energy and write 
Ilu(t) = Il~(Ol* =+i W4)12 + IM)l’>dx 
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for the (total) energy of u at time t. If u(t) has locally finite energy we write 
(I W)l* + I G)l’> dx 
for the energy of u contained in the sphere of radius R at time t. 
Let R(t) = {f E & : f = 0 on O(t)}. Z(t) is a closed subspace of ZO. We 
say that a pair f = [f,,f,] belongs locally to R(t) if cf EZ(t) for each 
5 E C~(lF?“). The vector space of all such f is denoted R(t)“‘C. The first 
component of an f E R(t)‘“’ must vanish on the boundary i%2(t) as well as 
in the obstacle a(t). 
By C(lR;&) we denote the space of all continuous functions u(t) on IR 
with values in 4. It is topologized by the seminorms 
sup Ilu(t 
Ifl <j 
j = 1, 2, 3 ,... . 
C(IR;Z$“) denotes the space of all functions u(t) on IR such that 
u(t) E 2y for all t, and such that t+&(t) E C(IR;&) for each 
[E CF(lT?“). The topology on C(IR;Z$‘c) is generated by the seminorms 
“P 11 u(t)liR for R > 0 and j= 1,2,.... 
Itl <j 
The space C(lF?;Z”‘) denotes the closed subspace of those u such that 
u(t) ER(t)‘oc for each t. 
For brevity we define the term solution as follows. 
DEFINITION. A function u(x, t) is a solution if 
(i) u E C(lT?;Z““‘) and 
(ii> utt -Au = 0 in Q in the sense of distributions. 
(More precisely, it should be called a solution of the boundary value problem 
with locally finite energy). 
By a jkite energy solution we shall mean a solution u such that 
u E C(R; 3) and u(t) E R(t), for each t. 
By a free solution we shall mean a function u defined on IR” x iR such that 
u(t) is an element of C(IR;S?$~) and u,, = Au, in the sense of distributions. 
A finite energy free solution u is one such that u E C(lR;&). 
THEOREM 1. Let s be any time. Let f E OF”“(S). (a) Then there exists a 
unique solution u for all time such that u(s) = f. (b) If O’(t) is periodic and 
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f EZ(s), then there exist constants y and k (depending only on the 
geometry) such that 
In case t - s is an integer multiple of the period, we can take y = 1. 
ProoJ (a) If f=O, then u(x,t)=O for Ixl>p+lt-s/ by a standard 
domain of dependence argument. Therefore the solution has finite energy and 
vanishing Cauchy data; hence u E 0 (see [ 11). As for existence, Inoue [9] 
proved that if f has finite energy (f E R(s)), there exists a finite energy 
solution for all time such that u(s) = f. Let f Ed2P’OC(s). Decompose 
f = f, + f2 where f, has compact support and f2 vanishes in Ix] < p + R, 
where R > 0. Let ui(x, t) be the solution with ui(s) = f,. Let z+(x, t) be the 
free solution (that is, the solution of the wave equation in all of space 
without a boundary condition) with u2(s) = fi. Then u2 = 0 on 2 for 
/ t - s] < R. Hence u = U, + u2 is a solution (of the boundary problem) with 
u(s) = f in the time interval ] t - s I < R. Since R is arbitrary and the solution 
is unique, it can be extended to all times. 
(b) Let f have finite energy. Inoue’s result shows that Ilu(t is 
bounded by a multiple of ]/ u(s)11 provided t and s are bounded. Thus there is 
a constant c = c(T) such that 
II @>ll G Y II @I for Itl, ]s/ < T. 
Choose T to be the period of a(t). By the periodicity and the uniqueness, the 
constant y depends only on T where ] t - s I < T. Thus 
II Ml < Y II 4 - r>ll < 1.. < Y”” II u(t - Wll 
for any integer m. In case t - mT= s, we can write the last term as 
ew(k I t - 4 II WI, w h ere k = T-’ log y. In the general case, there is an 
integer m such that s + mT < t < s + (m + 1)T. Then we have 
ek’r-s’ 11 u(t - mT)II < yekIt-” II u(s)ll. 
DEFINITION. The evolution operator U(t, s) is the operator u(s)-+ u(t) 
which maps &n(s) onto Z(t). 
The free evolution operator (which solves the Cauchy problem in free 
space) has the form Uo(t - s), where UJt) is a one-parameter group of 
unitary operator on 4. Occasionally we shall use the notation U,,(t)f even 
when f belongs only to qO,, . 
The subspaces of X0, denoted 0: , are defined in the book of Lax and 
Phillips [ 111. These definitions and several important properties are recalled 
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in Section 7. We remark here that for a >p, 09 cZ(t) for all 1. PI are the 
orthogonal projections onto the orthogonal complements of 0:. 
DEFINITION. The local evolution operator associated with U(t, s) is 
zyt, s)f = P”+ U(t, s) Paf 
for fEZ(s), t>s and a>p. 
We also define P(t) as the orthogonal complement in Z(t) of D”+ @ 0’5. 
Thus 
R-(t) = D”+ @ D” @ K’(t). 
THEOREM 2. Za(t, s) is a strongly continuous evolution operator for 
t > s. Spec~jlcally 
(a) Z’(t, s) ,X(s) c K”(t) fir t > s. 
(b) Z”(t, r) Za(r, s)f = Z’(t, s)ffor t > r > s and f E R(s). 
(c) Z”(t, t) = I on K”(t). 
(d) 11 Z’(t, s)[l < yek(lms). 
(e) Za(t, s) = Z’(t + T, s + T). 
In preparation for the proof of Theorem 2, we first prove 
LEMMA 1. Let t>s and a>p. Then 
(a) U(t, s)DT = Uo(t - s)Dt = Dt+‘-‘c D”+. 
(b) U(s, t)D: = U,,(s - t)D: = Da-tt-‘c 0”. 
(c) (U(t, s)f, g) = (f, U(s, t)g) feither f E D”+ or g E 0”. 
(d) If f E R(s) is orthogonal to 0” , then U(t, s)f remains orthogonal 
to 0”. 
(e) If f E R(s), then 
P”+ U(t, s)P”,f = P”+ qt, s)f for a,<b<a+t-s. 
Proof of Lemma 1. (a) and (b) are immediate consequences of the 
definitions and properties of the space 0: recalled in Section 7 and the fact 
that the obstacle .8(t) c {lx1 < p} for all t. To prove (c), suppose first that 
fED;. Then U(t,s)f’=U,,(t-s)f=O in the set (Ixl<t--+a}. On the 
other hand, in the region {/xl > c - s + a}, the function <-+ U(<, t)g is equal 
to the free solution with Cauchy data D(s, t)g when < = s. Hence g = 
U,,(t - s) U(s, t)g for /xl> t - s + a > a. Therefore 
(W, SIC 9) = (UC& - SK U& - s) U(s, t)g) = (f, U(s, t)g). 
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In case g E 0’5, the argument is entirely analogous. Indeed, U(s, t)g = 
U,(s-t)g=O for ]x]<t--s+a. Also f= U,,(s - t) U(t, s)f for ]x( > 
t - s + a. Hence 
(f, w, 03) = (U,(s - t) U(t, s)f, U,(s - t>g> = (W, s)f, g). 
To prove (d), suppose that f is orthogonal to D‘Y and that g E D”_ . Then by 
parts (b) and (c) 
(W, s)f, g) = (f, qs, t>s> = 0. 
Finally, we turn to the proof of (e). Let f E Z(s). Then f-P”+ f E D”+ so 
that 
U(t, s)(f - P”+ f) = U& - s)(f - P”+ f> E 0; 
by part (a) of this lemma. Thus 
P”+ [U(l, s)f - U(l, s) Pa,f] = 0 
which proves part (e). 
Proof of Theorem 2. The strong continuity of Z”(t, s) is obviously 
inherited from U(t, s). To prove (a), let f E R(s). Then P” f E R(s) and is 
orthogonal to 0”. By part (d) of Lemma 1, U(t, s)Paf is also orthogonal to 
DY for f > s. Thus Z’(t, s)f = P”+ U(t, s)P? f E P(t). To prove (b) we note 
that Z’(r, s)f E K”(r). Hence 
Za(t, r) Za(r, s)f = P”+ U(t, r) P: U(r, s) PY f 
= P”+ U(t, r) U(r, s) P” f = Z”(t, s)f 
where we have used part (e) of Lemma 1, with b = a. The remaining 
properties of Z(t, s) are easily deduced from those of U(t, s). 
In Section 7 we define a class -id”, ~3’: which consists of Cauchy data 
of certain p-outgoing functions. The projection operator P”+ can be extended 
as a linear operator 9: : 4 + dO -4 such that the range of 9: remains 
orthogonal to D”+ . For details we refer the reader to Section 7. 
The following lemma will be useful in the next section and includes a 
generalization of part (e) of Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. Let u be a solution of the boundary value problem which is 
outgoing (hence p-outgoing). Then 
(a) u(t) E &, + & for each p’ > p. 
(b) 9”“, u(t) is orthogonal to both 0: and DP. 
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(c) IIY’“, u(t)11 < c(~Y,,-, 11 u(s)llpt ds + IIu(t)ll,,) where c is inde- 
pendent of u and t. 
(d) If f = u(s), then 
P”+ u(t, s) 3; f = 9’“+ u(t) 
fort&sanda<b<a+t-s. 
Proof By a simple translation u(x, t) --+ u(x, t - to), we may assume 
t=O. Let t9ECF(lR”) such that 0=0 for Ix]<p and 0=1 for ]xl>p’ 
where p’ >p and set w= 8~. Then u(O)=f +g where f= w(0) and g= 
(1 - 8) u(0) E &. Since u is outgoing, w is the unique outgoing solution of 
w,,--dw=q where 
q = -2ve. vu - (deju 
is in Lrr,,(R; L’(lR”)) and q = 0 for 1x1 > p’. Thus w(0) E -pP,, so that u(0) E 
dO, + &. By Theorem 20 of Section 7, 9”“+ u(0) = 9: w(0) + P”+ g is 
defined and is orthogonal to D< for each p’ > p. Therefore tP”+ u(0) is 
orthogonal to 05. By part (c) of Theorem 20 
119: u(O)11 G IIC w(O)11 + IUP”+ Al 
I 
0 
< --p,-a llq@)ll ds + llgll 
<c (1 ’ -p’-(2 II WI,+ ds + II @)ll.) - 
To prove (d) we note by part (b) of Theorem 20 that 
U,(t-s)[f-9:f]=O for Ixl<t-s+a, so that 
U(l, s)[f - 9; f] = Uo(l - s)[f - 9”“+ f] 
for t > s. Consider t and s as fixed and let h = Uo(t - s)[f - 9: f]. Then 
h E dp I + 4. Furthermore the free solution 
v(t) = U,(Qh = U,(< + t - s)[f - 9: f] = 0 
in {lxl<r+b} when a<b,<a+t-s. This means that v#(s’,o)=O for 
s’ < b. By the definition of .P”+ in Theorem 20, we have 
0 = 9; h = 9; U(t, s)f - P”t U(t, s) 9”“+ f
which proves (d). 
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3. THE SPECTRUM OF THE LOCAL EVOLUTION OPERATOR 
Let T be the period of motion of the obstacle a(t). The key object of 
study is the spectrum of the local evolution operator Z”(T, 0) after the elapse 
of one period. By Theorem 1, 
II -WY O>ll < ekT. (3.1) 
DEFINITION. A complex number u such that eioT is an eigenvalue of 
Zp(T, 0) is called a scattering frequency. (Note that u + m(2747) is then also 
a scattering frequency for any integer m.) 
DEFINITION. E is the set of all complex numbers c such that eioT belongs 
to the unbounded component of the resolvent set of Z”(T, 0) for all a > p. 
Because of (3.1), 
E1{(o:Ima<-k}. 
The next theorem provides an intrinsic characterization of the scattering 
frequencies independent of the Hilbert space framework. 
THEOREM 3. The following are equivalent. 
(a) u is a scattering frequency. 
(b) eioT is an eigenvalue of Za(T + s, s) for all s E R and all a > p. 
(c) There exists a solution u(x, t), not identically zero, which is 
outgoing such that e -iO’u(x, t) has period T in t. 
DEFINITION. A solution as in (c) is called a scattering eigensolution. 
ProoJ: Onviously (b) implies (a). We now prove that (c) implies (b). 
Assume there exists a solution u(x, t) as in (c). Let f = u(0). We use 
Lemma 2 to define P = 9: f E P(0). We shall show that P is the desired 
eigenvector. By Lemma 2 
Z”(T, O)fa = P”t U(T, 0)P = 9; u(T) 
= 9: (e’“‘u(0)) = eioTfa 
since e -‘“‘u(t) has period T. For any s > 0 
Za(s + T, s)[Z”(s, O)fa] = Z’(s + T, T> Z”(T, O)P 
= Z”(s + T, T) eioTfa = eioTIZ”(s, O)fa]. 
580/47!24 
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Hence Z”(s + T, s) has eigenvalue ioT with the eigenvector 
zys, 0)f” = P”+ U(s, O)F = 9; u(s). 
The same result follows for s < 0 by periodicity. It remains to show that 
f” f 0. If f” = 0, then U,,(t)f = 0 for 1x1 < t t a by Theorem 20. Hence u(t) = 
U,(t)f=Ofor~x~~t+a.Thusf=u(O)=e~i”mTu(mT)=Oin~x~<mT+a, 
m = 1, ,2, 3 ,.... Hence f = 0 and u z 0, which is a contradiction. To prove 
that (a) implies (c), we shall need 
LEMMA 3. Let f” E K”(0) = K”(T) be an eigenvector of Z’(T, 0) with 
eigenvalue A# 0. Define 
fb =A-‘Zb(T, O)fa, b=a+T. 
Then 
P”,fb=fa (3.2) 
Zb(T, O)fb = Ifb # 0. (3.3) 
Proof: Since a < b, K”(0) c Kb(0) and P”+ P”+ = P”+ . Hence 
P”,fb=A-‘Pa+Pb+U(T,O)fa 
= A-‘P; U(T, O)fa = A-‘Z’(T, O)fa = f” 
by the hypothesis on P’. Therefore fb # 0. To verify (3.3) we use Lemma l(e) 
to write 
Zb(T, 0)fb = P”+ U(T, O)f+ = P”+ U(T, 0) P”+ fb. 
Hence, by definition of fb, 
[Zb(T,O)--IIf+‘= [P”+U(T,O)Pa, -AZ]A-‘P”,U(T,O)f” 
= Zb(T, 0) A-‘Z’(T, O)f(l - Z”(T, 0)f” 
= Zb(T, O)[Iz-‘Z”(T, 0)f’ - f”] = 0. 
We resume the proof of Theorem 3. Assume that u is a scattering 
frequency. That is, 1= exp(iuT) is an eigenvalue of Zp(T, 0). We must 
construct a solution u(x, t) as in (c). Let a, =p + nT (n = 0, 1, 2,...). Using 
Lemma 3 repeatedly, we construct a sequence f,, = f”n by the formula 
f n+, = A-‘Z”n+l(T, O)f,, 
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(n = 0, 1,2,...) where f0 = P. By Lemma 3, f, is an eigenvector of Z’n(T, 0) 
with eigenvalue A, and P,f,,+, = f, where we abbreviate P, = P”,. The 
formula for f, in terms of f, is 
f, = A-“P, U(0, -nT)f,. (3.4) 




By Lemma l(e) the projection P, can be eliminated. By periodicity we may 
write 
f n+, = A-“-‘p n+l WA -0 U(-T, -nT- T)f, 
=A-“-‘P,,+, U(0, -nT- T)f,,. 
This proves (3.4). 
Define f(x) = f,(x) if (xl < a, (n = 0, 1,2,...). Since fn+ r = P, f, + 1 = f, in 
I4 < a”, this function f is well-defined. Let u(x, t) be the solution (of our 
boundary value problem) with the initial data f(x) when t = 0. To show that 
u is the required solution, we construct a sequence of finite energy approx- 
imations. Let u,(t) = I-“U(t, -nT’)f,. In the ball {/xl < a,}, 
f = f, = rnqo, -nT)fo = u,(O) 
by (3.4). Hence by causality, u(t) = U(t, O)f, = u,(t) in the double cone 
Q,=Qnllxl < a,, - I tl}. It remains to show that u is outgoing, that u # 0, 
and that exp(--iot) u(t) is periodic. 
Now f, = fp is orthogonal to DP . By Lemma l(d), U(t, s)f,, is also 
orthogonal to Dp for t > s. Thus u”(t) is orthogonal to DP for t > -nT. It 
follows by (7.4) that 
U& - r) u,(r) = 0 for 1x1 <t--t--p, r>---nT. 
Since u(t) = lim,,, u,(t) in the local energy norm, we conclude that 
U& - t) u(r) = 0 for 1x1 <t-r--p 
for all r, which means that u is outgoing. 
If u E 0, then U(t, -n7’)f,, = 0 in Q,. Replacing t by t - nT, we have 
U(t - nT, -n7’)fo = 0 in Qn{lxl <p+nT-It-nT\). 
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Let t < nT. Then 
qt, O)f, = 0 in Qn{lxl <p+t}. 
Therefore U(t, O)f,, = U,,(t)f, for t > 0 and f. E D”+ from the definition of 
D”+. But f, is orthogonal to D T by assumption. Hence f,, = 0. This shows 
that u f 0. 
Finally, in {/xl <a, - It + TI} we have 
A-‘u(t+T)=A-‘u,(t+T)=I-“-‘U(t+T,-nT)f, 
=~-n-lU(t,--nT-T)f,,=u,+,(t)=u(t). 
The last equality is valid in Q, + , , which contains { 1x1 < a, - 1 t + Tl}. Since 
n is arbitrary, A-‘u(t + 7’) = u(t) everywhere. This means that exp(-iuf) u(t) 
has period T. 
Next we discuss the case of a multiple eigenvalue. The first observation is 
straightforward. 
Remark. The dimension of the eigenspace of Za(T + s, s) equals the 
dimension of the space of scattering eigensolutions. Indeed, if u and u are 
linearly independent scattering eigensolutions, let P = S: u(O) and 
go = Y”“,v(O). If af” +/?g” = 0 for some constants a and p, then 
9: (au(O) + /?v(O)) = 0. Then au + j3v = 0, as in the above proof (c) 3 (b), 
so that a = p = 0 and f”, g” are linearly independent. 
Conversely, if au(x, t) + /3u(x, t) z 0, then au,, + /?u, = 0 in the region Q,, 
using the same notation as in the proof that (a) * (c). Thus 
lqt, -nT)(afQ + Pg”) = 0 in Q,. 
As before, this implies that afP + /?g” = 0. 
To discuss the case when Z”(T, 0) has generalized eigenvectors of finite 
order we need a definition. 
DEFINITION. A function u(t) is called pseudo-periodic of order N (with 
pseudo-period 7’) if it has the form 
N-1 
u(t) = c pa(t)tUU, 
p=o 
where each p,(t) is truly periodic (p,(t + T) = p,(t)). 
LEMMA 4. u(t) is pseudo-periodic of order N if and only if 
.$, C-1)” (r ) u(t + aT) = 0. 
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Proof. For simplicity let N= 2. Let u(t) = pO(t) t @,(t). Then 
u(t t 277 - 224 + T) t u(t) 
= [(t + 227 - 2(t t ZJ + t] p1(t) + [ 1 - 2 t 11 p&) = 0. 
Conversely, let u(t -+ 27) - 2u(t + 7’) t u(t) = 0. Define 
pl(t) = T-l [u(t + T) - u(t)] 
and 
p&) = T-‘[-tu(t t 7) t (t t T) u(t)]. 
Then it is elementary to verify that p,(t) and p,-,(t) are periodic and 
fPl(f) + POW = w- 
THEOREM 4. Let o be a scattering frequency. There is a linear one-one 
correspondence between the following classes. Let N be a positive integer. 
(a) Vectors P E KP(0) such that 
[Zp(T, 0) - eio711Nfp = 0. 
(b) For any s and any a > p, vectors g E K”(s) such that 
[Z’(T t s, s) - eiuTI]“‘g = 0. 
(c) Outgoing solutions u(x, t) of the boundary value problem such that 
exp(-icrt) u(x, t) are pseudo-periodic of order N (in the variable t). 
DEFINITION. We call such vectors generalized eigenvectors of the local 
evolution operator, and call such solutions generalized scattering eigen- 
solutions of the boundary value problem. 
The proof parallels that of Theorem 3 but is rather lengthy. For this 
reason we only consider the case N = 2 and omit repetitious arguments. 
Let u(x, t) be a generalized scattering eigensolution of order two. Let 
f = u(O) and P = 9: f. By Lemma 2, 
Za(T, O)fa = P”i U(T, O)fa = cP”+ u(T), 
[Z=(T, O)]‘f” = Za(2T, O)fa = 9; u(2T) 
so that, writing A= exp(ioT), 
[Z’(T, 0) - ;11]*fa = .P”,u(2T) - 2;I,P”,u(T) t A*~?: u(O) 
= ;1*.9: [e- i”2Tu(2T) - 2ep ‘OTu(T) + u(O)] = 0 
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because exp(-iut) u(t) is pseudo-periodic of order two. Therefore f” is a 
generalized eigenvector of 2”(7’, 0). 
LEMMA 5. Let fa E K”(O) with 




[Zb(T, 0) - AZ12fb = 0. (3.6) 
Prooj This lemma is an analogue of Lemma 3. We may assume A = 1. 
Then 
P”,~=P-P”,[Z-Pb,U(T,0)]2P. 
By Lemma l(d), P”+ may be replaced by P”+ . Therefore the last term 
vanishes and we get (3.5). Now 
{Zb(T,0)-Z}2fb= {I- [Zb(T,0)-Z]2}(Zb(T,0)-Z}2p 
= (-P”, U(2T, 0) + 2Pb, U(T, O)}{Pb, U(T, 0) - ZJ2P. 
By Lemma l(e), the last P”+ can be replaced by Z or by P”+ . Thus we get 
(I- [Zb(T,0)-Z]2}{Za(T,0)-Z}2fa=0. 
This proves (3.6). 
To prove that (a) implies (c) in Theorem 4, let F E K”(O) satisfy 
[Zp(T, 0) - rlZ]‘fp = 0, A = eioT. 
As in Theorem 3, we let a, =p + nT, and define 
f II+1 =f,,- [Z-I-‘Z”n+1(T,0)]2fn, 
where f,, = P. By Lemma 3(e), P n n+l=fn and [Zan(T,0)-A]2fn=0. We f 
note further that f,,+l may be written 
f ,,+, =P,+,{Z- [Z-J-LU(T,0)]2}f,. 
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Lemma l(e) and a simple induction proof may be combined to show that 
(3.7) 
Since f,+,(x)=f,(x) for 1x1 < a,, we may define f(x) = f,(x) for 1x1 < o,, 
and u(t) = U(t, 0)f. 
To show that u has the required properties we define the finite energy 
solutions 
u,(t)= U(f,O){Z- [z-Pu(T,o)]2}“fo. 
Then P,u,(O) = f, by (3.7) so that u(x, t) = Z&Y, t) in Q, = {(x, t): 
1x1 < a, - I tl}. This implies that u(t + 27’) = ~,,(f + 27’), u(t + T) = un(f + 5’) 
and u(t) = u,(t) for 1x1 ( a, - T- ) t + TI. In this smaller double cone we 
have 
. 
K2u(t + 2T) - 2Pu(t + T) + u(c) 
= U(t, O)[k-‘U(2T, 0) - 2A-‘U(T, 0) + I] u,(O) 
= U(t, O)[A-‘U(T, 0) -Z]‘f, = 0 
because f,, is a generalized eigenvector of Zan(T, 0). Since n is arbitrary, we 
conclude that e-“%(t) is pseudo-periodic of order two. The rest of the proof 
of Theorem 4 closely parallels that of Theorem 3. 
Next we solve the inhomogenous wave equation. 
THEOREM 5. Let q(x, t, a) be a function defined on R” x R x E with the 
following properties: 
q=Ofor 1x1 >P, 
q(x, t + T, a) = q(x, t, a) where T is the period of the obstacle, 
q is a holomorphic function of u with values in L,‘,,(R; L2(R”)). Then 
(a) For each o E E, there exists a unique function u which belongs to 
C(R;&“) such that 
u,, -Au = eiofq in Q, 
u=o on EC, 
u is p-outgoing, 
and 
e -‘“‘u(t) has period T. 
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(b) u(x, t, a) is holomorphic for o E 8 with values in C(R;Z”‘). 
(c) For Im u < -k, u E C(R;q) and it is given by the formula 
I 
I 
u(t, a) = U(t, s) q(s, a) eios ds, (3.8) 
--co 
where q(s, a) = the pair [0, q(s, o)]. This integral is convergent in ZO. 
Proof: If there were two solutions as in (a), their difference would satisfy 
the homogeneous problem. By Theorem 3, cr would be a scattering frequency. 
This proves the uniqueness. We begin the construction of u(x, t, a) with the 
formula (3.8), which makes sense if K = Im o < -k. By Theorem 1 (b), 
Ilu(t, u)II < cl:, ek(f-s)e-as IIq(s, a)11 ds. 
Here IIq(s, a)11 is the L* norm of q(., s; a). Thus u(., a) E C(R;q) for 
Ima<-k. 
Let us temporarily drop the variable u. Since q has support in /x I < p, q(s) 
is orthogonal to DP. The same is true of U(t, s) q(s) when t > s by 
Lemma l(d). Consequently, u(t, a) is also orthogonal to DF for all t. By 
(7.4) we see that u is p-outgoing. Now 
.1+ r
e -io(f+ T’u(t + T, 0) = 1 U(t + T, s) ei”‘S-‘-T’q(s) ds 
co 
.I+ T 
= i U(t, s - 7’) eio(spf-T) q(s - 7’) ds 
--m 
.f 
= U(t, s’) eio(s’-r) q(s’) ds’ = e-‘%(t), 
-cc 
where we have used the periodicity of U and q. 
To show that u + u(t, a) has a holomorphic extension to all of (33, we will 
show that for each a >p, YT u(t, a) is holomorphic on &, with values in 
C(lR;Ro). We define 
-1’ 
un(t, a) = eimoT 
J 
Z”(t’, s) eirrsq(s) ds 
0 
+e imoTzo(tr, o)teioT Z- Z’(T, O)]-‘lLZ”(T, s) eiosq(s) ds, (3.9) 
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where the integer m is chosen so that t’ = c - mT E [0, T>. We shall first 
show that for Im c < -k and a >p 
zy u(t, a) = lfyf, a). (3.10) 
To prove (3.10) we apply the operator P”+ to (3.8) and then change variables 
s’ = s - mT to obtain 





T(t’, s’) eioS’q(s’) ds’. 
--oc 
We break up this integral as 
The first term is the same as the first term in (3.9). The nth integral is 
.--nT 
Z”(0, s’) eioS’q(s’) ds’ 
= Z”(t’, 0) ,(* Z”(0, s - nT - T) ei”‘S-“T-T)q(s) ds 
0 
= Z”(t’, 0) A-“-’ [Z”(T, 0)]” jr Z”(T, s) eioSq(s) ds, 
where L = exp(iuT). Since 
2 n-n-l[Z’(T,O)]“= [AZ-Z”(T,O)]-‘, 
n=n 
(3.10) follows. The sum converges because 
IAl-’ IlZ”(T, O)ll < e(*moik)T and Imu+k<O. 
Now the right side of (3.9) makes sense for any u E E and is analytic 
there. For any u E E we define u(x, t, a) to be equal to ua(x, t, u) (given by 
(3.9)) for 1x1 < a. Of course Q is arbitrary. Property (b) is immediate. All the 
other properties of u follow by analytic continuation in u. 
COROLLARY. For all uE;3, 
.8”, u(t, a) = dyt, 0) (3.11) 
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and 
< ce-Kte’K’T(l + [(a, a)) s’jp IIds, u>ll, (3.12) 
where K = Im a; c does not depend on u, a or t; and 
I;(u, a) = II[eiuTZ- Z’(T, O)]-‘II. (3.13) 
ProoJ Starting with definition (3.9) for ua, we apply the operator P”+, 
p < b & a, to obtain 
9”+ u”(t, a) = P”+ uyt, 0) = uyt, a) 
by Lemma l(e). Since u’(t, a) = u(t, a) for 1x1 < a, we may apply 
Lemma 2(c) to II’ - u to deduce that 
s”, u(t, 6) = s”, uyt, a) = uyt, u), 
which is (3.11). 
To obtain the bound (3.12), we directly estimate the norm of ua(t, a), 
putting the norms under the integrals. The exponential factors are bounded 
by 
e -umT . sup e --KS < e-~tel~IT 
O<s<T 
(K can be either positive or negative). The constant c depends only on the 
bound for IJZa(r, s)ll for r, s E [0, T]. 
In the case K = Im u < -k, we can estimate the total energy 
II u(t, o)ll Q ce+ 1K + k I - ’ y’ ll dh ~‘111 (3.14) 
which follows directly from (3.8). 
4. THE SCATTERING AMPLITUDE 
We begin by considering the distorted harmonic plane waves. They are 
distortions of the free harmonic plane wave defined as in [4] by 
(Do(x, t; u, w) = _(2,)-n/*(-ju)(“-3)/2 eiO(t-x’w), 
where u E Cc and w E S”-‘, the unit sphere in R”. 
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THEOREM 6 (Existence of distorted harmonic plane waves &, + v). For 
each (a, u) E 8 x S”--l, there exists a unique function ~(x, t; u, w) belonging 
to C(R;qO,) such that 
vtt-4=0 in Q 
‘y=--po on z 
v/ is outgoing 
e’olv has period T. 
The mapping (a, w) + ~(a, .; o, w) from Z x S”-’ into C(R;2&) is 
holomorphic in o and real analytic in o. Furthermore 
11 ty(t; u, o)lla < c l~l(“-~)‘*(lal + l)eeK’ e’l”(l + [(a, a)), (4.1) 
where K = Im o. If IC < -k, then v belongs to C(R;XO) and 
II ‘?a; 0, OIlI G c I fJ I (n-3)‘2(lu( + 1) ePK’(l + IK + kl-‘). (4.2) 
ProoJ We introduce a smooth cutoff function x(x) = 1 for I xl < p and 
x(x) = 0 for 1x1 >p’ > p. We define 
q(x; u, w) = -eeiUf [2Vx . Vrp, + (Ax)rp,]. 
This function is obviously smooth, vanishes for 1x1 > p’, and is holomorphic 
in u and real-analytic in o. By Theorem 5 there exists a unique solution 
z(x, t; u, w) of the equation 
zt, - AZ = qeiof in Q, 
z = 0 on Z, z outgoing, exp(-iut) z(t) of period T, and holomorphic in u. We 
define 
‘y(x, t; 0, 0) = z(x, t; 0, 0) -x(x) rp,(x, t; u‘, w). 
The function q is so defined that wit - Av = 0 in Q. The other properties of 
w are easily deduced from those of z. 
Let u E 2 and w E S”-‘. Take the local energy norm in the ball (1x1 < a}. 
BY (3.12)~ 
II v4; 0, w>lL G II 4t; 09 ~>lL + Ilm II 
< c 11~11 eecr e ‘r’r(l + &a9 a>> +IIx%ll* 
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The estimate (4.1) follows from 
llql/ < c I.l(n-3)‘2(lu/ + 1). (4.3) 
Similarly (4.2) follows from (3.14) and (4.3). 
THEOREM 7. w(x, t; u, 0) possesses an asymptotic wave profile 
w#(s’, co’; u, w) with the following properties. 
(a) The mapping (a, co) -+ I,v#(s’, co’; u, co) is holomorphic for u E 8 
and real-analytic for w E S”- ‘with values in LF,,(IR x S-l), where s’ E iR 
and o’ E S-l. 
(b) exp(ias’) @(s’, co’; u, w) has period Tin the variable s’. 
(c) ForR,<R,andImu<-k, 
et+R~ 
J 1 t+R, 
$(x, t) - r-(n-‘)/2v# (r-&r) i*dx-0 
as t + +a. Furthermore, 
(d) Il I~#~2e-2Ks’(l + (KS’)*))-’ ds’ do’ < c, (u/~~~(IcJI~ + l)(l + 
C(u, a>>. 
Proof: Let (a, o) E E x S”-‘. Let w = (1 -x) ly where x(x) and I+V(X, t;
u, w) are as in Theorem 6. Then w E C(R; Z&,), w,, - A w = g in R ‘+ ’ and 
w is outgoing. Here 
g(x, t; 0, w> = 2vx * vv + @x)w 
is continuous in t with values in L*(Ix( < p’), holomorphic in u and real 
analytic in IX. By Theorem 19, w# exists and the mapping (8, OJ) + w”(., .; 
u, w) is holomorphic in u and real analytic in o with values in 
Lf,,(IR x S-l). Because exp(-iot) w(t) has period T, exp(-iur) 
y(t + 7) = y(t). From the definition of the wave profile, 
exp(-iuT) @(s’ - T, co’; u, w) = I&S’, w’; u, co). 
This proves (b). By Theorem 6, 
I( g(t; u, o)ll < c )u1(“-3)‘2(luj + 1) ePKt e’“lT(l + [(a, a)). 
We apply (7.7) to the decreasing function (for K < -k < 0) 
a(t) = (1 + ~2t2)~(‘+t)‘2eKr. 
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Thus 
Hence 
[~~~//#/*e-*~~‘(l + (~s’)~)-~-~ds’d~‘~c,lul~-~(~u~~ + l)(l +&,a)). 
DEFINITION. The scattering amplitude is defined as 
’ I&‘, w’; u, u) ds’, 
were u E E, ;L E R, w E S”-’ and o’ E S”+r. 
This is the Fourier transform of the function exp(ius’)v#, which is 
periodic in s’, holomorphic in u, and square integrable in w’, o and s’ over a 
period. Therefore the mapping u --* B(u + A, o’; u, o) is holomorphic in u 
with values in S“‘(R,; L2(S”-’ x S’-l)). That is, it is a tempered 
distribution in A. Let us expand in a Fourier series: 
I 
e iOs’v/#(s~, a) = & ,fTm Am(u, u’, 0) e-lmos , (4.4) 
where v = 2n/T is the frequency of motion of the obstacle. The coefficients 
are 
\/2n T 
A,(U, w',cX)= ~1 ty#(s', ~';U,~)e"~+~")~'ds'. (4.5) 
0 
These coefficients A, are holomorphic for u E Z with values in 
L’(S”-’ x S*-‘). Taking the Fourier transform of (4.4) we can write 
ZZ(u + A, w’; u, 0) = 5 Am(u, co’, 0) d(L - mv). 
-co 
The A,,, are therefore called the partial scattering amplitudes. Now we justify 
this definition by connecting i? with the asymptotic properties of w. 
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LEMMA 6. Let u- be a free solution offlnite energy which vanishes in a 
backward cone (1 XJ < -t - R }. 
(a) Then there exists a unique solution u(x, t) of Jnite energy which 
coincides with u- for t suflciently negative. 
(b) u(x, t) possesses an asymptotic wave profile u#(s, CO) E 
L,&(IR x S’-‘) which vanishes for s > R + 2p and which satisfies the 
estimate 
+ 7%
JR I leksu#(s, o)[‘(l + s’)-’ ds do < CO. (4.7) -a3 IlOl=l 
ProoJ (a) is easy because u-(x, t) vanishes on the obstacle for 
t<-R-p=&. We define u(t) = U(t, to) u-(to). Then u(t) = u-(t) for 
t < t,. As for (b), we let x(x) be a smooth cutoff function as in Theorem 6. 
Then v = (1 -x)(u - u-) is p-outgoing by Theorem 17 with v,, -Au = q = 
-2Vx . V(u - U-) - (Ax)(u - U-). By Theorem 19, v possesses an 
asymptotic wave profile v# E Lf,,(lR X S”- ‘). Since v = u - u _ for 1x1 > 
p’ > p, we see that u also possesses a wave profile given by u# = u? + vi4 
Now by causality, u = u- in the region 1x1 - p > t + R + p > 0. Therefore 
ux = u? for s > R + 2p. But u?= 0 for s > R because u- vanishes in the 
backward cone 1x1 < -t-R. Hence u# vanishes for s > R + 2p. Next we 
note that IIq(t)ll < c II u(t) - u-(t)&, < c exp k(t - to) by Theorem 1. We 
apply (7.7) with the weight function 
Thus 
a(s) = e -ks(l +,&2)-I/z. 
11 




ek(r-W e- k(r-p)(l + k2(r -p)‘)-“’ dr < co. 
10 
Estimate (4.7) follows immediately. 
Remark. The mapping u- -+ u described in Lemma 11 is the wave 
operator W- . 
As a consequence of the estimate (4.7) we may define 
c(&, &I’) = (2a)-‘/’ ltrn eio’s’u#(s~, w’) ds’ (4.8) 
-cc 
for Im u’ < -k. 
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THEOREM 8. Let u- be a free solution with Cauchy data in C~(iR”) and 
let u be the corresponding solution of Lemma 6. Then for Im cr’ = K < -k, 
zi(u’,w’)=~~(u’,u’)+ . ! 1 @‘, o’; u, o) Cm (u, co) do dw. loI= I Imo=rr 
Proof zZ_(a, w) is rapidly decreasing in Re u, because u? E 
CF(lR x S’-I). Fix K < -k. We claim that 
u(x,t)=u~(xJ)+J’ j ty(x, t; u, u) u’- (CT, co) da dw. (4.9) 
IwI=I Imo=K 
For the moment we let y(t) denote the right side of (4.9). y(t) has finite 
energy. Indeed, w satisfies the estimate (4.2) for rc < -k so that 
< cj(l + IIc + klP’)ePK’j~,U=K lul’“-3”2(1 + [cl) lol-jdo 
< ce-“’ 
with constants cj and c depending on K. By (7.4) we may write 
Y(X, ‘I=1 j (rpo + v>(x, t; u, w> C-b w) da do. 
loI= Imo=s 
For each (a, o), qq, + cy = 0 on Z, hence so does y. For some t, sufficiently 
negative, u-(t) = 0 on Z for t < t,. Thus for s < t < t,, we have 
YW -u-(t) = w, S>[Y(S) -u-(s)]. 
Hence 
lb(t) - u-Wll G 7ek(‘+) IVY -u-Ml 
< CekW-s) . e-~s = Cekte-(k+sb 
\ 
by the estimate above. The constant c depends on K, but not on s or t. If we 
let s + - co, we see that y(t) - u-(t) = 0 for t < t,. By Lemma 6, this 
implies that y(t) = u(t), which establishes (4.9). 
We wish to take the asymptotic wave profile of each term in (4.9). 
Because ~(x, t’, u, o) satisfies ‘y,, - dw = q where q is estimated as in (4.3), 
we may apply (7.8) and pass to the limit under the integral sign. Thus 
u#(s’, w’) = uE(s’, 0’) +I 1 @(s’, o’; u, co) <-((I, u) do dw. 
loI= Imo=rc 
(4.10) 
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Next we take the Fourier transform with respect to s’. Let u’ E C with 
Im u’ = Im (T = K. By (7.2) and (4.8) we have 
zqu’, 0’) = u”-(CT’, 0’) + (27t) - “2 1 eiO’S’ 1 1 l&s’, 0’; (5, w) 
Iwl=l Imo=K 
x u-w@, w) do dw ds 
x U’-(u, co) da do. 
Therefore Theorem 8 is proved by virtue of the definition of J?. 
For completeness, we show that a similar integral relation holds between 
the asymptotic wave profiles UT and u #. We begin by studying the reflections 
of a progressing plane wave. Let 
40 = 0 for < < 0 
= 427L)-(“-u/*~ for l > 0. 
LEMMA 7. (a) For each (s, w) E IR x ,!?-I, there exists a unique solution 
T(x, t; s, w) offinite energy of the problem 
r,,-AI-=0 in Q 
r=-h(s+t-x.o) on Z 
r=o for t<-s-p 
which can be estimated as 
IIr(t, s, w)/[ < c(t + s + p) ek(f+s+p), (4.11) 
where c is independent oft, s, and w. 
(b) For each (s, o) E IR x Sn-I, r has an asymptotic wave profile 
m-3 *; s, w) EL&&F?,, x SLT:;‘) which vanishes for s’ > s + 2p’ and which 
enjoys the estimate 
s+zp 
J’ I 
Ir#(sf, d; S, 0)l e 2 MS’--S-*01 [ 1 + (s’ - s _ 2p)*] -* ds’ du’ < c, 
--co (4.12) 
where c is independent of s and co. 
Remark. The estimate (4.12) implies that for K < -k, (s, s’) -+ 
e-C(S’-S-*P)~(s~, w’; s, w) is tempered on R* with values in 
L*(S”-’ x P-1). 
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Proof: The uniqueness is obvious from Theorem 1. This time we define 
q(x, t; s, 0) = 2w * Vxh’(s + t - x * w) - (Ax) h(s + t -x * 0) 
where x(x) is the usual cutoff function. Then q vanishes for 1 x] > p’ and for 
t < --s -p. We define 
y(t) = jl, W, 7) q(., 7; s, w)& 
where as usual q = [0, q]. Then by Theorem 1 
IlYWll G cjf ektf-” ]]q(r)]]dr<cJf ek”-“(r+s+p)+ dz 
-cc --s--p 
< c(t + s + p) ek(‘+s+P). 
Furthermore y(t) = 0 for t < -s - p. Define 
T(x, t; s, 0) = y - Xh. 
Then Trl-AT=q-Akh)+Xh,,=O in Q and r=O- lh=-h on Z. By 
causality, r= 0 for ]x] > t + s + 2p. This proves (a). 
By Theorem 19, y possesses a wave profile y# which must also be the wave 
profilePP=y#ofr.ThenP(s’,w’;s,w)=Ofors’>s+2p. 
Now let w=(l-x)T. Then w,,-Aw=g=24;5.VT+(Ax)T and 
d=Z+. By (7.7) 
Choose a(7) = e- k(r+s+2p)(l + k'(7 + s + 2~)~))‘. Then 
JlJ lP12a2(-s’) ds’ dw’ 
<c I co (7+s +p)ek(r+S+p) - ekcTtStP)[ 1 + k2(7 + s + 2p)*lm2 d7 --s--D 
is finite, which proves (b). 
THEOREM 9. Let u- be a free solution with Cauchy data in C~(lR”) and 
let u be the solution of Lemma 6. Then 
u#(s', cd> = u?(s', cd) + j j K#(s’, co’; s, o) z&s, co) ds do (4.13) 
‘WI=1 
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where the distribution kernel Kx is given by any of the expressions 
(4 W/W (“+ 1)‘21qs’, 0’; s, w). 
@I PI-“* .lko=~ eios@(s’, co’; u, o) da for any K < -k. 
(cl w-’ ILno’=lmo=r eitOs-O’s’l x(d, w’; CT, w) do’ da for K < -k. 
The expressions (a), (b) and (c) are to be interpreted in the distribution 
sense. 
ProoJ: We begin by proving an analogue to Eq. (4.9). Let U- be a free 
solution with Cauchy data in Cp(R”). u- vanishes in some backward cone 
{ 1x1 ( -t - R }. Let u be the solution of Lemma 6 which equals u- for 
t < -R -p. Then we shall show that 
u(x, 4 = u-(x, 4 + 
x u#(s, w) ds do. (4.14) 
Let w(x, t) denote the right side of (4.12). Since r vanishes for s < -t -p 
and u# vanishes for s > R, the integrand has compact support. Therefore w 
has finite energy, and w = u- for t ( -R -p. On the boundary Z, we have 
by virtue of (7.3), 
u#_(x.w-tt,w)dw 
cn+ I)/2 
u?(s, w) ds do. 
An integration by parts shows that w = 0 on Z. Thus by the uniqueness 
result of Lemma 6, we must have w = u, which establishes (4.14). By Lemma 




j P‘(s',o';s,o) z 
Iwl=l R ( 1 
x u#_(s, co) ds dw. 
This proves part (a). 
To obtain the representation (b) we return to (4.10). We substitute the 
expression 
C-(a, w) = (2x)-‘/’ j u#_(s, w)eiUsds 
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into (4.10) and interchange the order of integration to yield 
u#(s’, d)= u#_(s’, co’)+ (2x)-'I2 j,o,=,j [ImocK @(s’, w’;u,w)eius do] 
x z&, co) ds do. (4.15) 
Thus part (b) is proved when we compare (4.13) and (4.15). Finally, we 
invert the defining equation for Z? to obtain 
ty#(s’, co’; u, w) = (27~))“~ (’e-i”‘s’f(ur, o’; u, w) do’ 
for Im u’ = Im u < -k. Therefore 
w-1’2 j;,,=, ty#(s’, o’; u, w) eios da 
A second comparison of (4.15) and (4.13) then yields part (c). 
DEFINITION. K# is called the echo kernel (because it describes the 
relections of sharp plane waves s(t + s - x . w)). 
Remark. For Im u < - k, the function u j Z?(u + I, o’; u, o) is 
holomorphic with values in the negative Sobolev space H-‘-‘(R,; 
L’(S”-’ x SnP1)), Indeed, Theorem 7(d) implies that 
e --‘If = (1 + (Ks’)2)--(l+E)‘Z(1 + u;)‘“+“‘4PK(S’, a’; u,, W), 
where k=Imu<-k and P,EL’(IRxS”-‘XiRXS”-‘). If we substitute 
this expression into the definition of g, we have 
R(u + A, 0’; u, w) 
= (2n)-l/2(1 + u:)(n+l)/4 (1 + (Ks’)2)-(Lfc)/2PKeils’ds’ 
from which the above assertion follows. 
Remark. Clearly r is real. So is r# and K#. Therefore, from Theorem 9, 
z&Gj = I?(-IT’, -6). 
From the expansion (4.6) 
A ,(a) = A _ J-5). 
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5. THE COMPACT LOCAL EVOLUTION OPERATOR 
Throughout this section we assume the following. 
Condition (ZC). For some t, > 0, the operator .P(t,,, 0): KP(0) + P(tJ 
is compact. 
This hypothesis has the following consequences. Z”(m7’, 0) = [Zp(T, 0)]” 
is compact for some integer m. Therefore the spectrum of Zp(T, 0) is coun- 
table and 0 is its only possible accumulation point. If 1# 0 is in the 
spectrum of Z“(T, 0), then L is a pole of [U - Zp(T, 0)] -i and the subspace 
of generalized eigenvectors in finite dimensional [7]. 
For our purposes it is natural to write A = exp(iu7’). The mapping CT -+ 
[exp(iaZ)1- Zp(T, 0)] - ’ is meromorphic on the whole complex plane with 
its poles at the scattering frequencies. The set E is the set of all non-zero 
complex numbers which are not scattering frequencies. 
THEOREM 10. Assuming (ZC) we have 
(a) (a, w) + ~(x, t; u, w) as a mapping from C X S”-’ into C(lR; qO,) 
is meromorphic in a and real analytic in o. 
(b) (a, w) -+ eios’ @(s’, w’; a, w) as a mappingfrom C x S”-’ into the 
space of functions periodic with values in L2(St; ‘) is also meromorphic in a 
and real analytic in w. 
(c) a-+ Z?(a + 1, w’; a, w) is meromorphic on C with values in 
Y”(lR, ; L2(S”-’ x S”- ‘)) and for each m, a + A,(a, o’, w) is meromorphic 
on @ with values in L2(S”-’ x S-l). 
Proof: (a) In the proof of Theorem 6, w is given as w = z - xoO and z is 
given according to the proof of Theorem 5 as a certain expression involving 
the resolvent [JJ - Za(T, 0)] -I. 
Part (b) follows from Theorem 7 and part (c) follows from the definitions 
of k and the partial amplitude A,. 
We denote those scattering frequencies which lie in the strip 0 < Re u < 
24T = v by o,, 02, o3 ,... . Since Aj = exp(iuj7’) + 0 as j + co, we have 
Im uj + +co. We order the scattering frequencies with increasing imaginary 
parts, Im uj < Im uj+ i. The set of all scattering frequencies is {cj + mv: 
m =O, fl, f2 ,..., j= 1, 2 ,... }. 
To each oj corresponds a finite-dimensional space ET of generalized eigen- 
vectors of Z”(T, 0). According the Theorem 4, there corresponds a space of 
generalized scattering eigensolutions of the same dimension dj. Then, by 
choosing a basis of ET, we can associate to each crj a basis of generalized 
scattering eigensolutions 
eioj’ pj,,(x, t) (s = 1, 2 ,..., d,), 
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where pj,S is pseudo-periodic in the time variable. In the most commonly 
occurring case when uj is a simple pole of IV, Ey consists of eigenvectors, and 
pj,,(x, t + 7) = pi,,(x, t). In the general case, Ey consists of generalized eigen- 
vectors of order QVj and the generalized scattering eigensolutions are 
pseudo-periodic of order ,<Ni, where Nj < dj. For each of the functions in 
Theorem 10, the order of the pole at oj is also at most Nj. 
We are now ready to state our main result, a near-field expansion for 
solutions of the boundary value problem. It is stated for a convenient class of 
solutions which is dense in the space of all solutions of finite energy. 
THEOREM 11 (Near-field expansion). Let u- be any C” free solution 
which has Cauchy data of compact support. Let u be the solution of the 
boundary value problem which coincides with u _ for t 4 0. Let Im uI < K* < 
Im uI+ 1. Then 
U(x, t) = u-(x, t) + i e’“j’ 
dj 




t//(x, t; u, co) k(u, w) du dco 
(ml= 1 Imo=K* 
where c~,~ are constants which depend linearly on u- . 
ProoJ We begin with formula (4.9): 
u(x, t) = u-(x, 0 + jj*,,=,, vc- du do 
which is valid for K~ < -k. We shift the contour upward to the line 
Im u = K*, thereby picking up the residues of the meromorphic function 
j wzi- dw, multiplied by 2zi. In order to justify this shift, we pick a vertical 
line segment L in the u plane, with its endpoints on the lines Im u = K~ and 
Im u = K*, and which has no scattering frequencies on it. Then [(a, a), given 
by formula (3.13), is bounded on L and hence on the translated line 
segments L + mv (m = fl, *2,...). Therefore by Theorem 6 
sup (( ty(t; u, o)il, = O(( ml{“-I)“) 
oEL+m” 
as Iml-+ +a. Hence 
sup v(t; u, w) C- (u, 0) dw -, 0 
osL+mu II a 
as 1 m I--) co because C-(u, o) decays rapidly as ( Re u 1 --t +co. 
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Fix j and let w,(x, t) be 2ni times the residue of ,f I,& dw at u = uj + mv. 
Thus 
W&v t> = 
i i 
ty(x, t; u, o) u’- (a, w) dw du, 
r(m) Iwl=l 
where r(m) is a small circle of radius E around uj + mv which contains no 
other scattering frequencies. We use Theorem 6 again to estimate the local 
energy norm of w,. The resolvent is bounded on I’(m) independently of m 
because exp i(u, + mv)T = exp iuj T. Therefore 
IIv(t; u, w)lla Q C,,j(l + m*)“-‘e-“*” 
for u E r(m). Because u’- decays rapidly, 
11 wm(f)lla < C,,j(l + m2)n-‘m-2ne”‘m”j-“. P-1) 
Thus v(x, t) = C,,, w,(x, t) converges in the local energy norm. Since v/ is an 
outgoing solution of the wave equation in Q, so is w, for each m, and so is 
U. Since w = --(pO on E, and pO is holomorphic in u, w, vanishes on C. This 
means that v(x, t) is an outgoing solution of the boundary value problem. 
If uj is a simple pole of w, exp(-iu,t) w,(t) has period T for each m 
because exp(-iut)y/ has period T for each u. Therefore u is a scattering 
eigensolution and hence can be written as a linear combination 
u(x, t) = e’“j’ C cj,,pj,,(x, t). 
s 
If the eigenvalue xp(iujT) has a generalized eigenvector of order Nj > 1, 
then w has a pole of order +Vj at u, + mv for each integer m. For brevity we 
write uO = uj + mv and N = Nj with j and m fixed. We write the Laurent 
expansion 
e -io’ly(x, t; u, w) ll- (a, w) 
= beN(X, t; w)(u - uo)-N + *** +b-l(x,t;w)(u-u,)-’ + ***. 
Because the left side has period T in t, so do each of the coefficients 
b,(x, t; w). We multiply this expression by 
eiot = T $ (it)“(u - (TO)’ eioat 
and pick out the coefficient of (a - a,))’ to obtain 
wm(x, t) = 27rieiUot 
(N: l)! 
(it)N-‘b-N + ema + (it)&, + b-, do. 
I 
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Thus exp -i(o, + mv) ~w,,,(x, t) is a polynomial in t of degree less than Nj 
with coefficients which are periodic in t. The same is true for u by summing 
over m. Therefore u is a generalized scattering eigensolution with the 
frequency oj and so v can be expanded uniquely in a basis of such solutions. 
COROLLARY 11A. The asymptotic expansion 
u(x, t, N T eiojf $I cj,,Pj,,(Xv t) 
is valid in the local energy norm as t + +CQ. 
Proof Let a > p. We take the local energy norm )I II0 in the formula of 
Theorem 11. Since u-(x, t) vanishes in a forward cone IxI< t - R, 
11 u _ (t)ll, = 0 for t > R + a. Using Theorem 6 to estimate the integral term, 
we therefore have 
/I 
u(t) _ i eiujf J cj,s Pj,sCxY t) < c,,,e-‘“*9 
j=l s=l I/ (1 
where K*=Ima 1+1- E. This is the meaning of the asymptotic expansion. 
We now identify the subspace of incident states u- which are scattered by 
the obstacle. 
THEOREM 12. Let u, , o2 ,..., a, and their translates (i.e., adding multiples 
of v = 24/T) denote all the scattering frequencies with Im Oj < 0. Let u- be a 
free solution with Cauchy data in Cp. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(a) The near-Jeld expansion contains only decaying terms. 
(b) c~,~ = 0 for j & J. 
(cl x-m J,,,=, w( x, t; u + mv, w) t.- (o + mv, u) dw has vanishing 
residues at all points in the lower half-plane {Im c < 0). 
(4 C:=-,I,,,=,A,(a+ mv, w’, w) ;-(a + mv, w) do has vanishing 
residues at all points in (Im u < O}, for each M. 
(e) The local energy II u(t& tends to zero as t + +a~, for each a. 
(f) 11 u(t)ll, + 0 exponentially as t + + co, for each a. 
(g) There exists a unique free solution u, offkite energy such that 
II u(t) - u + Ml + 0 as t-++m. (5.3) 
COROLLARY 12A. These equivalent conditions on an incident state 
define a subspace offinite codimension. 
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ProojI (a) means that each of the terms in the near-field expansion 
involving exp(ia,t) must vanish for j<J. Since the generalized scattering 
eigensolutions are clearly linearly independent, his means that each of the 
coefficients c~,~ = 0 for j <J, Now each coefficient c~,~ is determined uniquely 
by U- and depends linearly on U- . Hence (b) is equivalent o the vanishing 
of a finite number of linear functioaals of u- . This proves Corollary 12A. 
The equivalence of (b) and (c) follows from the fact that u = Z w, and that 
2niw, is the residue of I WC- do at oj + mv. Another equivalent condition is 
the vanishing of the residue of Z ( I@%- dw, and still another one is 
condition (d), by formula (4.5). 
By (5.2) conditions (a)-(d) imply (f). Condition (f) clearly implies (e). B-y 
Corollary 1 lA, (e) implies (a). Therefore the first six conditions are 
equivalent o each other. Because 
and Ilu+(t)lla + 0, we also have the implication (g) ti (f). Finally let us 
assume (a)-(f). We recall the construction in Lemma 6. There we had u = 
(1 - x)(u - U-) where x is a cutoff function and 
u,, - Av = q = -2Vx. V(u - U-) - (Ax)@ - u-). 
By Theorem 11 we have 
u=u-+ II WC- do do, Imo=& 
where 0 <E < Imo,,,. By (4.1) 
II44 - u-Wllo < Co,se-E’m 








u+ (t> = u-(t) + jya Uo(t - r) q(r) dr. 
u(t) - u+(t) = X(U - u-> - I,’ O” U,(t - 5) q(r) dt, 
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tends to zero as t + +co. 
COROLLARY 12B. Let u# and u” be defined as the wave profile and 
spectral representer of u (see Lemma 6 and (4.8)). Let UT and zi, be the 
wave profile and spectral representer of the free solution u, (see 
Theorem 16). Then 
u#=u# + and u”, = Ii. 
ProoJ By (g), (7.1) and (7.5) we have 
J 1 
all G(I) 5 (4 4 - r- (n+1)/2uT (r-l,:) l’dx-+O 
as t + +co. But this is the defining relation for the wave profile u# of u. 
Therefore u”+ = u#. The spectral representers c+ and u’ are merely the Fourier 
transforms of u”, and u#. 
COROLLARY 12C. The formula of Theorem 8 is valid with K = 0. It can 
be written as 
Am(u’ - mv, w’, w) C-(o’ - mv, W) do 
for real (3’. 
Proof: We take the wave profile of each term in (4.9) just as in the proof 




I&S’, co’; u, w) u’- (a, o) dw da. 
-03 Iwl=l 
Just as in that proof we take the Fourier transform: 
co . 
ti, = u’- + 
1 J 
I@‘, w’; u, co) u’- (a, w) dw da. 
-co Iwl=l 
Substituting (4.6) we get the formula in terms of A,. 
DEFINITION. The operator S : u- H u+ defined by Theorem 12 is called 
the scattering operator. Its domain consists of those free solutions which 
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satisfy the conditions of Theorem 12. The operator g : u’- k u’, = r.i is called 
the spectral representation of the scattering operator (or the S-matrix). The 
term “scattering amplitude” for Z? is now fully justified. 
Instead of working with the kernels of Section 4, we can work directly 
with the local evolution operator Z’(t, s). Then we get analogous results in 
the more functional-analytical spirit of Lax and Phillips [ 11, p. 861. Let 
PT=&J [eiuTZ-Z’(T,O)]-‘do, 
r 
where Z = Z’, is a small circle around the scattering frequency crj. Then Pi” is 
a projection which commutes with Za(T, 0) whose range is the space ET. 
THEOREM 13. We have the asymptotic expansion 
Z”(t, 0) - 2 zyt, O)PY 
j=l 
as t-t +a3. 
Proof: We drop the superscript a for now. Let Q, = Z - cf= 1 Pi. Then 
Z(T, O)QI = Q,Z(T, 0) has spectrum {exp(iuj7’): j > I+ 1). Thus its spectral 
radius is 
This means that for each 1 there exists an integer r(Z) so that 
IIZ(rT, O)Q,ll < C, e-r(KI+I-S)T for r > r(Z). 
If rT< t < (r+ l)T, then 
IIZ(t, O)Q,II < IIZ(t - r-T, O)jl C, e-r(sf+l-d)r 
< c ekT e-‘“,+,-8” 
1 s 
by Theorem 2(d). Hence 
(I 
Za(t, 0) - i Z’(t, O)PT < c(a, 1, J)e+‘(l+l)’ 
j=l 11 
for r > r(Z). This is the meaning of the asymptotic expansion. Recall that 
rc,-++m as I+ co. 
COROLLARY 13A. From Theorem 13 we can derive a conclusion similar 
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to the Corollary of Theorem 11. Let f E R(O) have its support in 1x1 < p, 
say. For a > p we have from Theorem 12 the expansion 
qt, 0)f N c zyt, 0) PTf. 
For simplicity, assume that the eigenvalues of Z”(T, 0) are simple. As before, 
exp(iujt) pj(x, t) denotes a scattering eigensolution for oj. Then gg = 
9: ~~(0) is an eigenvector of Za(T, 0) with eigenvalue exp(iujT) and 
P”,gT = gj” for b > a by Theorem 20(a). Therefore Py f = cjgg where the 
constant cj does not depend on a. Letting u(t) = U(t, 0)f = U(t, 0) PT f, the 
expansion can be written as 
P”+ u(t) - 1 CjP”, u(t, O)gY. 
But P”+ U(t, O)gT = P”+ U(t, 0) 9: ~~(0) = 9: U(t, O)pj(0) = exp(iuj t) X 
9: pj(t). For 1x1 < a we can drop all the projections to conclude that 
I/ 
u(t) - C cjeioi’pj(t) < c(a, 1, 6)e(6-rcl+l)‘. 
j=l 11 (I 
This expansion, of course, agrees with (5.2) when the incident wave u- 
has Cauchy data of compact support, However, Theorem 11 shows explicitly 
how the coeffkients cj (or cj,,) are determined by u-. 
COROLLARY 13B. Assume (ZC). Then the following statements are 
equivalent. 
(a) Im Uj > 0 for all j. 
(b) There exist K > 0 and c, such that 
)I Z’(t, s)ll < c, e-K(f-s) for t > s, a >p. 
(c) There exist K > 0 and c, such that 
II WL G cae-K(f-S) II4dll 
and 
IIWlI~c,II~(~>ll for t>s, a>p, 
for all solutions offinite energy with u(s) orthogonal to D”_ . 
(d) For all such solutions, 
II Wll, + 0 as t++oo. 
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(e) For all such solutions u, there is a free solution u, such that 
IIu(t)-u+(t)ll-Oas t-++co. 
Proof: By Theorem 13, the first two statements are equivalent. Now we 
prove that (b) 5 (c). We have 
II~(NI < IUP”+ w 6 IIwt~ s>ll II4sIL 
so the first part of (c) is true. Now take a cutoff function x(x) = 1 for Ix I < p 
andX(x)=OforIxl>a>p.Ifv=(l-X)u,then 
utt -Au = q = (Ax)u + 2Ax . Au. 
Since 11 q(t)11 f c, )I u(t)ll,, we have 
IIuWll & Ilxu(t)ll + 
II 
~(0) + j; uo(t - ~1 q(r) d7 11 
< c, II @)I1 + j-l II 43ll d7 
0 
< c, 11 u(O)11 f c, ji e-“’ II u(O)ll, dz < c, II WI. 
It is obvious that (c) 2 (d). Now we prove that (d) 3 (a). Let gj” be an eigen- 
vector of Z’(T, 0) with eigenvalue Aj = exp(iujT), as in Theorem 3. Then 
P”+ U(nT, O)gY = Z”(nT, O)gY = n;g; = P”+ ni”g;. 
Therefore II U(nT, O)gJl, = lLjl’ Ilg~ll,. By assumption (d), the left side tends 
to zero as n + co. Since g; cannot vanish throughout 1x1 < a, for all a, I Ljl 
must be less than one and Im oi > 0. 
Now (e) * (d) because the local energy of any free solution tends to zero. 
Finally we prove that (c) 3 (e) exactly as in the proof of Theorem 12, except 
that u-(t) is replaced by Uo(t) u(O) and -co is replaced by 0. 
Remark. In [4, 51 we assumed conditions ((CP), and (LD),) which are 
closely related to (c) and (d) above. 
6. NONTRAPPING OBSTACLES 
We begin with a discussion of the bicharacteristic rays within QUZ. 
Inside the open set Q a ray travels in a straight line at unit speed. When it 
hits the boundary Z:, it reflects. What is the law of reflection? 
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We will use the following notation. At a fixed time and at a fixed point of 
the boundary, the obstacle @(t) has a (spatial) unit normal vector n” pointing 
away from the obstacle. Let the incident ray hit the body in the direction 
dx/dt = w where ]w] = 1, so that the tangent vector in space-time is (0, 1). 
Let it reflect in the direction dx’/dt = 0’. Denote the normal component by 
wN = o . fi and the tangential component by wr = w - w,n^ so that 
wi + ]wr]* = 1. Use the same notation in the primed variables. Then the 
reflection condition is 
(a-q&l;=(W~-a)w,, (6.1) 
where a denotes the speed of the obstacle in the direction n^ at the time and 
place of impact. 
We demonstrate (6.1) as follows. According to [ 121, the reflection 
condition is a first-order condition which is independent of the local coor- 
dinate system. Near the point in question we may therefore assume that C is 
a hyperplane and we may take Q = {(x1 ,..., x,, t): x, > at}, for convenience. 
Now we introduce new coordinates by 
Y, =x1,..., Y,-I =x,-1, y, = x, - at, s = t. 
In the new coordinates the domain Q is stationary. So we know that the 
(classical) reflection condition is that b1 ,..., 3, _, do not change, but that 9, 
changes sign. We denote by (it, ,..., j,,, s’) a tangent vector for the incident 
ray and by (4’; ,..., j;, S’) a tangent vector for the reflected ray. Thus 
31 = Y, T.--T it;-, = Yn-1, j:, = -$,. 
In the original coordinates, this means that 
i; =x, )...) i;-, =x,-1, (i; - ai’) = -(in - ai). 
Hence $/(,?A - ai’) = ij/(ai - a,,) (1 < j < n - 1). But .?f + ... + $ = t* 
and .tj/i = wj and similarly ij/i’ = w; (for 1 < j < n). Thus 
wj/(wh - a) = wj/(a - wN) (l< j,<n- 1). 
Since wr = (wi ,..., o,-~, 0), we have proved (6.1). 
Furthermore w; and wT point in the same direction. Now because the ray 
(%Y w,,,) is incident, it moves toward the obstacle and w,+, < a (equality if it 
is tangent). By (6.1) we have w; > a, which means the reflected ray is 
moving away from the obstacle. In case the obstacle were stationary, we 
would have o; = -wN and ok = wr. 
From (6.1) we have 
(a - w,)( 1 - (~0~)~)~‘~ = (0; - a)( 1 - (~0,)‘)“‘. 
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Squaring and simplifying, we see that 
0 = [(l + a’>(w~ + w,) - 2a(l + o+a$)][~i;- o,] 
SO that if the trivial root oh = wN is discarded, there results 
lOA= 2a-(1+a*)w,=-w + 2a(l-W3 
1 +a*-2ao, N 1 +a*--2ao,’ (6.2) 
For an obstacle which approaches the ray (that is, an expanding obstacle) at 
the place and time of reflection, we have a > 0 and w; > -oN. On the other 
hand, for a receding body, a < 0 and wk < -w,. Thus an approaching body 
“pushes the ray outward” while a receding body “pulls the ray inward.” We 
also have 
a-0; W;=-&jT= 1 -a2 
UN-a 1 +a2-2ao, wT* (6.3) 
If the incident ray with angle o is tangent to aQ, then oN = a and either 
w’ = o or the ray follows a curved path in aQ, according to the prescription 
in [ 121. We assume whatever conditions are necessary so that these 
“glancing” rays are well-defined and carry singularities; for instance, we can 
assume that there is no vector tangent to aQ to infinite order [ 121. 
DEFINITION. We say rays are not trapped if the lengths of all rays in 
Pn {(XT 4 : I-4 <PI are bounded by a constant (depending only on p and 
Q>. 
THEOREM 14. If rays are not trapped, then condition (ZC) holds. 
Proof. Given R, R’ >p. By assumption, there exists I= l(R’, R) such 
that each ray which begins in (t = 0, (x] < R } does not intersect {t > 1, 
]x( <R’). By the theory of singularities [ 121, we know that the solution 
U(t, 0)f is C” in the region {t > I, Ix] < R’} provided its initial data f has its 
support in the ball Ix] < R. 
Let M(t, s) = U(t, s) - U&t - s). By Lemma l(a), M(t, s)f = 0 for t > s, 
f E D”+ and a > p. We claim that for t > 4a, 
zyt, 0) = P”+ M(t, t - 2a) qt - 2a, 2a) M(2a, 0) P” . (6.4) 
We substitute U(t, s) = M(t, s) + U,,(t - s) appropriately in the expression 
Z’(t, 0) = P”+ U(t, t - 2~) U(t - 2a, 2~) U(2a, O)P” to obtain 
zyt, 0) = P”t M(t, t - 2a) qt - 2a, 2a) M(2a, 0) P” 
+ P: M(t, t - 2~) U(t - 2a, 2a) U,(2a)P”_ 
+ P”+ U,(2a) qt - 2a, 0)P”. 
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The second term vanishes because if f EX’(O), then U,,(2a)P”_ f E 0: by 
(7.4). Hence U(t - 2a, 2a) U,(2a)P”_ f = Uo(t - 2a)PT f E D”+ for t > 4a and 
M(t, S) = 0 on D”+ for t > s. The third term also vanishes. Indeed, if 
f E R(O), then U(t - 2a, 0) PYf will be orthogonal to DE for t > 2a. By 
(7.4), U,(2a) U(t - 2a, O)P?f E D”+ by (7.4) and, of course, P”+ = 0 on D”+ .
With (6.4) established, we can now prove compactness. Let p’ > p. For 
any g E Z(t - 2a), t > 2a, we can use a suitable cutoff function to write 
g = g, + gz where g, = 0 in ]x( <p + 2a and g, = 0 for Ix] > p’ + 2a. Then 
by a domain of dependence argument, M(t, t - 2a)g = U(t, t - 2a)g, - 
U,(2a)g,. Consequently, 
IlC Mel t - 2Qkll G c II&II G c Il~llp~+z~~ (6.5) 
But M(2a, O)P‘Y f also has support in Ix] < p + 2a for any f E G?+(O). Hence 
U(t - 2a, 2~) M(2a, O)P? f is a smooth function for )x] < p’ + 2a and t > 1= 
I@’ + 2a, p + 2~). By the Rellich Compactness Theorem, if f, runs over a 
bounded set in z(O), we may extract a subsequence f,, such that 
U(t - 2a, 2~) M(2a, O)P‘T f,, converges strongly in the local energy norm 
II . II p,+20. By (6.5) and (6.4), Z’(t, O)f,, will converge strongly in R(t) for 
1 > max(4a, l@’ + 2~2, p + 2~)). This proves (ZC). 
In [3] we introduced Condition B for the obstacle, which requires that 
-dx/dt + b/lx] points away from the obstacle, where dx/dt denotes a 
moving point on the boundary &Y(t) and L: is a certain function, 0 < c < 1. 
Dotting with the normal vector n^, we can write Condition B as 
-a+@.~/]~]>0 or &,>a, where r,,,=A.x/]x( and a=dx/dtefi. A 
stronger condition is 
Condition ] B /. At each point on the boundary 
CT,> Ial, 
where I a ] is the normal speed of the body. 
Condition ]B] is satisfied, for instance, by the “pulsating body,” 
Example 1 of [3], and certain rotating bodies. For the purpose which 
follows, we could take c= 1. 
THEOREM 15. Condition I B] implies that rays are not trapped and that 
Im oi > 0 for all j. 
Proof. We shall show, following [ 111, that each time a ray reflects off 
the boundary, its new direction takes it further from the origin than its old 
one. The ray comes in with direction w and it reflects with direction o’ at 
the point (x, 0) E aQ, For t > 0 the reflected ray is given by x + tw’, while 
the unreflected ray is given by x + to. We wish to show that ] x + w’t ] > 
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Jx + wf 1. For then the length of any broken ray inside the ball { 1x1 < p} is at 
most the diameter of the ball, namely, 2p. That is, it suffices to show that 
Ix + u’tl* - Ix + cot12 = 2t(w’ - 0) * x > 0. 
Let rr = x/lx1 - rNii. Then we may write 
* * (w’ - 0) = rN(w; - UN) + rT.. (co; - UT). 
From (6.2) and (6.3) we have 
WA _ wN = 2 (a - WN)(l - aoN> -2a(a - UN) 
1 +a*-2aoN 
and wi-wr= 
1 +a*-2aw, OT, 
which implies that 
& . (w’ - 0) = 1 ft2--yiu (~~(1 - awN) - (rT. coT)a}. 
N 
It suffices to show that the curly bracket is non-negative. Indeed, 
{ } > rN(l - awN) - (1 - ri)“*(l - oi)l’* Ial 
~rN(l-auN)-(l-rNlwNl)lal 
=(rN-(a()+rN(-auN+(alluNl)~o 
since each parenthesis in the last expression is non-negative. Now consider a 
piece of a “glancing” ray which travels along the boundary of the obstacle. It 
is the limit of a sequence of “broken” rays which have simple reflections. 
Since the broken rays are not trapped, neither is the glancing ray. This 
proves that the rays are not trapped. 
In [3] we showed that Condition B implies local energy decay at an 
exponential rate. By Corollary 13B, Im cri > 0 for all j. 
7. FREE SOLUTIONS AND OUTGOING SOLUTIONS 
We begin by recalling some facts about finite energy free solutions If 
f E &, then there is a unique finite energy free solution u such that u(0) = f. 
The mapping f + u(t) is a unitary mapping of &j onto 4, denoted U,,(t). 
The family of mappings U,(t), t E R, forms a group. U,,(t) may be extended 
to operate on arbitrary pairs of distributions [ 111. In case f has locally finite 
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energy, u(t) = U,,(t)f is a free solution (of locally finite energy) and we have 
the local energy inequality 
Let f have support in {Ix] ( a}. Causality for the wave equation means that 
U,,(f)f vanishes for 1x1 > ItI + a. Huygens’ principle, valid for n odd and 
greater than or equal to 3, means that U,(t)f vanishes for 1x1 < I t j - a. In 
this paper we are assuming that n > 3 is odd. 
The free translation and spectral representations are described in the 
following theorem, with the omission of some properties we will not use. For 
the proof, see Chapter 4 of Lax and Phillips [Ill. 
THEOREM 16. Let f EA$ and let v(t) = U,&)f. Then there exists a 
unique function v#(s, o) in L*(IR x Sn-‘), called the (asymptotic) wave 
profile of v, such that 
I ~v,-r-‘“-1”2v#(t-~t,x/r)~2dx-*0 (7.1) 
as t- +a, r= 1x1. Define 
tT(cr, co) = (2n)-“* ,( eiosv#(s, w) ds. (7.2) 
Then the mappings f --) v’+ v’ are unitary operators between 4, 
L2(IR x S-‘) and L2(IR x S-l). If f is smooth with compact support, then 
v(t) can be recoveredfrom v# by the formula 
v(x, t) = (2n) -(?I- I)‘* 
I,+, (iy’* 
x -v”(x . w-t, co), v”(x . o - t, o) 1 do (7.3) 
and 
v(x, t) = . li zT(u, w)p,,(x, t; u, o) dw da, (7.4) R Iwl=l 
where cp,,(x, I; u, w) = -(2z)-n’2(-iu)‘“-3)/2 eiO(f-X.O’ is a time harmonic 
plane wave. 
Remark 1. For free solutions, v#(s, w) = (-l)‘“-I”* k(s, co), where k is 
the translation representer of Lax and Phillips [ 111. Equation (2.23) on 
580/47/2-h 
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p. 108 of [ II] should have an additional factor of (-l)‘“-I”*. v” is related to 
the spectral representation of [ 111 in the same way. Our terminology is 
derived from Wilcox [ 171. 
Remark 2. Formula (7.3) holds in the following generalized sense for 
arbitrary f E 4 : For any x E Cr(lR”), 
u(x, t)x(t)dt= (2n)-‘“-“‘2 
x [x(x - w - s), -x’(x . o - s)] do ds. 
We define the subspace 0: as in [ 111 for a > 0. 
D”+={fE~O:v(f)=UO(t)f=O for Ixj<t+a) 
and 
D~={fE&:v(t)=U,(t)f=O for ]~]<a--t). 
0: are closed subspaces of Z0 with the following properties: 
(i) U,(t)Dt = Dt+’ c D”+ for t > 0 and U,(t)DT = D”+ It’ c D”_ for 
t < 0. 
(ii) Under the mapping f + u# of Theorem 16, D”+ (resp. DO) is 
mapped onto the closed subspace of functions in L2(IR x S-I) which vanish 
for s < a (resp. s > -a). 
(iii) As a consequence of (ii), 0: and DF are orthogonal and 4 = 
Do,@D’?. 
(iv) If f E 4 is orthogonal to DF, then the corresponding wave 
profile v#(s, o) = 0 for s > -a, and from formula (7.3) we deduce that 
v(t) = U,(t)f = 0 inthecone {]xl<t-a}. (7.4) 
The operator P”+ (resp. PY) is the orthogonal projection of & onto the 
orthogonal complement of D”+ (resp. DT). Since D”+ and DT are orthogonal, 
P”+ and P”_ commute. In terms of the wave profiles, P”+ (resp. PF) 
corresponds to restriction of functions to {s < a) (resp. {s > -a)). From the 
definition of the space 0: , we have Pt f = f for Ix] < a. At the end of this 
section we will extend the validity of formula (7.3), and the projections P”+ ,
to a certain class J0 of locally finite energy functions. 
The following definition of the term “outgoing” extends the notion usually 
applied to solutions of the reduced wave equation. 
Let u(x, t) be a function on R”+ ’ such that t -+ u(t) belongs to 
C(R; CT;‘). 
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DEFINITION. We shall say that u is outgoing if lim,+-,(u(t), V,(t)g) = 0 
for each g E C~(lR”) X CF(iR”). We shall say that u is u-outgoing if there is 
a constant a > 0 such that for each T E R, ‘uO(t - 7’) u(7) = 0 in the forward 
cone {lxl<t- T-u}. 
THEOREM 17. Let u E C(lR; Z$‘“) satisfy u,, - Au = 0 in 1x1 > p. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(a) u is outgoing; 
(b) u is a-outgoing for some a >p; 
(c) 24 is p-outgoing. 
The proof of Theorem 17 is given in [4] for odd dimensions. Our 
definition of outgoing also makes sense in even dimensions. 
In the next theorem we shall make the following convenient abuse of 
notation. For certain scalar functions q(x, t) we let q denote the pair 
PY SC.7 t)l. 
THEOREM 18. Suppose that qE L&(iR;L*(lR”)), and that for each 
tE iR, 
Then there exists a unique outgoing solution u of 
u,, -Au = q in R”+’ 
which is given by the Duhamel integral 
.I 
u(t) = J U,-,(t - s) q(s) ds. -02 
ProoJ Uniqueness is a simple consequence of Theorem 17. The limit, 
Uo(t - s) q(s) ds, 
exists in 2$‘, because U,(t) is continuous as a map from G%?$“~ to 3:‘. It is 
obvious that u satisfies the differential equation in the sense of distributions. 
Next we show that u is outgoing. Let g E CF(iR”) x Cp(ll?“). Then, 
bearing in mind that g has compact support, 
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where R is the radius of support of g. By the hypothesis on q, the last 
expression tends to zero as t -+ -co. 
The following corollary gives two important cases when the hypotheses of 
Theorem 18 are satisfied. 
COROLLARY. Suppose that q E L:,,,(IR, L*(IR”)). Then there exists a 
unique outgoing solution of u,, - Au = q under either of the additional 
conditions : 
(a> q=O for 1x1 >P; in which case u is p-outgoing and the local 
energy of u may be estimated by 
11 u(t>ll~ G -$ImR -a II ds)ll & 
where I( q(t)/1 is the L* norm of x + q(x, t). Or 
@I J-‘cn IIds)ll ds < OIJ f or each t E IR; then u has finite energy and 
II WI G (l/fiI J-‘a II ds)ll ds- 
Proof: (a) Since q has support in (x I < a, U,,(-s) q(s) = 0 in I x I < I s I - a 
by Huygens’ principle. Thus 





II q(s>ll ds for 
2 ItI<R+a 
t > R + a. 
This shows that the hypothesis of Theorem 18 is satisfied. The estimate for 
IIu(t)llR is made in the same way. We omit the trivial proof of (b). 
THEOREM 19 (Asymptotic wave profile). Let q E L:,,(lR; L*(lR”)) with 
q(x, t) = 0 for 1x1 > p, and let u be the unique outgoing solution of 
utt -Au = q. Then there exists a unique function u# E Lf,,(IR X S-l) such 
that 
i 
) u,(x, t) - r-(n-1)‘2 uX(r - t, x/r)l’ dx -+ 0, (7.5) G(t) 
where G(t) = {R, + t < 1x1 <R, + t} for constants R, < R,. 
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The wave profile u# may be estimated as 
Several weighted estimates are also possible. If a(s) > 0 and monotone 
decreasing on the support of u#, then 
whenever the right side is finite. If a is monotone increasing on the support 
of u#, the weight in the right member is to be replaced by a’(z + p). If a(s) = 
a([~/) and is monotone decreasing in IsI, then the weight on the right should 
be a((r - p) ‘) where (r - p)’ 4 max(O, r - p). 
Finally, if q depends smoothly on a parameter ,u E R, such that 
IIq(t,luIl G CIPIP f or some power p, then the convergence (7.5) is uniform for 
,U in bounded intervals, and 
1 [(t + s)@ - I)‘* ut((t + s)w, t, ,u) - u#(s, w, P)] S(u) 4 -, 0 (7.8) 
in L:,,(lR, X Sz:-‘) as t -+ co for any rapidly decreasing test function 801). 
Proof: Since the proofs of most of these assertions are given in [2], [4] 
or [5], we shall only sketch the method. In the case that q(x, t) is smooth, 
the outgoing solution of utl -Au = q is given by the retarded potential and a 
direct computation shows that 
u#(s, co) = ii;(t + s)(“-l)‘* ul((t + s)o, t) + 
exists for each (s, o) E R x S”-‘. It follows that (7.5) is valid for smooth q. 
For general q the result follows from the estimate 
(t + s)“-’ 1 ut((t + s)o, t)l* do ds = 
J 
,,,, I u,(x, t)l’ dx 
-RI+P 
<C --R*--p IIqWll dl * I 
which is true by virtue of Huygens’ principle. Equation (7.6) is also a conse- 
quence of this estimate. 
The weighted estimates are proved as follows: If a(s) is a weight function, 
II , ” ,=, I @(s, w)]‘o’(-s) ds do < lir;n_Ff 1 lu,(x, t)l*a*(t - r) dx. 
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Let wl(x, t, r) denote the second component of Uo(t - r) q(r). From 
Theorem 18 we know that 
1 
I 






< I w,(x, t, z)l’a*(t - r)dx I 
112 dT. 
However, on the support of w,(x, t, t), we have 
r--p<t-r<r+p. 
In case a(s) is monotone decreasing, we have a(t - r) < a(r - p) so that 
which proves (7.7). The other types of weights are treated in a similar 
fashion. 
The assertions regarding convergence with respect o the parameter p are 
clearly true if q depends smoothly on x, t, and ,u. The general case follows 
from the fact that for any rapidly decreasing test function B(u), the norm in 
P((R, < s < R2} x ,“-I> of 
J (t + s)+ 1)‘2 ut((t + s)o, t, ,a) O(u) dp 
is bounded by 
l/2 
I u,(x, t> iu>l* dx 
1 I 011 dp 
il 
-RI+P 
< II 40, cl>ll I~@>1 dt @ -R2-P 
The hypothesis on q as a function of fi implies that the last integral is con- 
vergent. 
Remark. The notion of an asymptotic wave profile for solutions of the 
wave equation with a source term goes back to Friedlander [B]. 
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In the next theorem, the validity of formula (7.3) is proven for another 
class of free solutions. 
Define the space of Cauchy data &” to be the set of all f E2@Fc such that 
there exist functions y(x, t) and q(x, t) with the following properties: 
(9 f = y(O), 
(ii) y is the p-outgoing solution of y,, - Ay = q where 
q E L~,,,(R : L*(R”)) and q(x, t) = 0 for 1x1 > p. 
Clearly UO(t)(JO) c d0 for t > 0. 
LEMMA 8. Suppose f E J0 and let v(t) = U,(t)f be the free solution. 
Then v has an asymptotic wave proJile which vanishes for s < -p and 
formula (7.3) is valid in the generalized sense. 
Proof: Let f E A0 and let y(x, t) and q be functions as described in the 
definition of cFs,. Set 
w(t) = YW for t < 0 
= v(t) = U,(t)f for t> 0 
and 
p(t) = q(t) for t < 0 
=o for t > 0. 
Then w is the p-outgoing solution of w,, - Aw = p, which vanishes in the 
forward cone (1x1 < t -p}. By Theorem 19, w has an asymptotic wave 
profile. We shall denote it by v#(s, w) because the asymptotic values as 
t + +co of v and w must be the same. 
To show that v may be recovered from v# by formula (7.3), let pm = p for 
t > -m, and pm = 0 for t < -m. Let w, be the p-outgoing solution of 
(WA - Awn, = pm* Then w, has finite energy and is a free solution for 
t > 0. Hence for each m, we may apply (7.3) to w, (in the generalized 
sense): 
w*(x, t) = (2n) -(n- 1)‘2 
l,+, (f)‘“-‘)” 
X -w-,(x.w-t,,),~w:(,.,-r,, dw. 
I 
(7.9) 
However, for t > 0 
v(t) - w&> = CTO(t) j_,” ud-s> q(s) ds. 
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Because of Huygens’ principle, u - w, = 0 in the forward cone (1x1 < 
t + m - p, t > 0) and w”,(s, o) = u#(s, w) for s < m - p. Hence (7.9) implies 
that (7.3) holds (in the generalized sense) for o in the forward cone (1x1 Q 
t + m -p, t > 0). Since m is arbitrary, (7.3) holds for u for all x and all 
t > 0. Both sides of this equation being free solutions, we see by the 
uniqueness of free solutions that the equality must in fact hold for all t. 
We are now able to extend the projection operator P”+ to SI$. & + M” 
will denote the vector sum. 
THEOREM 20. Zf a > 0, there exists a linear operator 9: :& + 
A?‘~ -+& whose range is orthogonal to both D”+ and DP , and such that: 
(a) Ytf=P”,f iffEZ andfor b>a, P”+-Pb, =9:. 
(b) IffE&+JQ,, Uo(t)9a+f=Uo(t)finthecone (Ixl<t+a). 
(c) Iff E do, then 
IlCfll SqJ(?(tN & 
where IIq(t)ll is the L2 norm ofx + q(x, t) and q is as in the definition of do. 
Proof: It suffices to assume f E do. Let v(t) = U,(t)f and let v#(s, w) be 
its wave profile. Define 
h=(s, W) = v#(s, w) for s < a 
=o for s > a. 
By Lemma 8, v*(s, o) = 0 for s < --p so that h” E L’(R x T-l). We define 
9’“+ f to be the Cauchy data at t = 0 of the free solution of finite energy given 
by 
uyx, t) = (2?r-(“-‘)‘2 
I,,,=, (t)‘“-3)” 
x -h”(x.w-t,w),$h”(x*w-t,w) dw 
I 
where the integral is taken in the generalized sense. This definition agrees 
with that of P”+ f when f E Zo. Since h” = 0 for s < --p, P(O) = 9”“+ f is 
orthogonal to DP . Furthermore, ha(x . w - t, o) = u”(x . o - t, co) for 1x1 < 
t + a. By Lemma 8, v(t) = U,(t)f is given by Eq. (7.3) so that 
v(t) = Uo(t)f = u,(t)s(: f = v”(t) for Ixl<t+a. 
It remains to verify (c). Since v” has finite energy, Theorem 16 yields 
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II~“+~~~‘=I~v”(O)/~~=~ jIh”(s,~)l~dsdw 
lo1 = I 
In the construction of Lemma 8, u is the free continuation for t > 0 of the 
outgoing solution of y,, - dy = q where q may be chosen so that y(0) = f. By 
(7.6) of Theorem 19 we may estimate 
This proves assertion (c). 
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